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Your commentary on the dangers of silicon valley coming under the spell of

wokeness and cancel culture is spot on. I know this to be true because in Bitcoin

we have already lived through a similar culture war against crypto anarchists.

We experienced firsthand the tactics such groups use to eliminate ¨wrongspreak¨ from public debate. And as you rightly

recognize, this exact thing is currently happening in society as a whole. And not surprisingly often by the exact same people.

For example, Jack Dorsey, investor in and honored by the BTC cult, is the same person responsible for the twitter bans of

many people, including a lifelong ban for the former president of USA. BTC ideology and such policies may seem

incompatible with each other, but it is not.

As we stood up against social engineering and the destruction of language in Bitcoin we have been demonitized and

deplatformed. Evidence: Just read the whitepaper and see how BTC, what they tell you is Bitcoin, doesn´t even come close

to it.

So, just like you, we have been busy building our own alternative platforms based on new incentive structures and the Own

Your Data philosophy.

For example have a look at this excellent presentation on @twetchapp https://t.co/BR8sXguBRT

Have a look at this on-chain video from @derekm00r3 at infowars (Yes, this video is actually uploaded to the blockchain)

https://t.co/4LLmWGnx2g

Have a look at @Streamanity a video platform that gave a new home to deplatformed people as Stefan Molyneux

https://t.co/gLAN3l4MhY

Have a look at @castrfm https://t.co/Pm9Uu3uR8F a new platform for hosting podcasts on the bitcoin blockchain

Check out @tonicpow for a new way influencers and content creators can make money without relying on big tech

middlemen with Instant payouts!
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And I can show you many many more examples of apps currently build on Bitcoin, that BTC Ponzi crowd claims couldn´t be

done with Bitcoin. If you like to see a quick overview of more BSV projects go check out: https://t.co/cyLMNMkYrT or DM

me.

Maybe a 100% perfect solution may not exist, but when VC en silicon valley claim nothing yet comes close to solving these

issues they lie to you, because the real bitcoin, going under the ticker namer BSV comes pretty close to solving the exact

problems you are describing .
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